Severe Refractory Obsessive Compulsive Disorder and Depression: Should We Consider Stereotactic Neurosurgery?
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Abstract: Functional neurosurgery involves modulation of activity within neural circuits that drive pathological activity. Neurologists and neurosurgeons have worked closely together, advancing the field for over a century, such that neurosurgical procedures for movement disorders are now accepted as “standard of care”, benefiting hundreds of thousands of patients. As with movement disorders, some neuropsychiatric illnesses, including obsessive compulsive disorder and depression, can be framed as disorders of neural networks. Over the past two decades, evidence has accumulated that stereotactic neurosurgery can help some patients with mental disorders. Nevertheless, despite the availability of class I evidence for some interventions, there is a huge mismatch between the prevalence of severe refractory mental disorders and the number of referrals made to specialised functional neurosurgery services. This paper examines the historical trajectory of neurosurgery for movement and mental disorders. A review of neurosurgical techniques, including stereotactic radiofrequency ablation, gamma knife, deep brain stimulation, and magnetic resonance imaging guided focused ultrasound, explains the high degree of safety afforded by technological advances in the field. Evidence from clinical trials supporting functional neurosurgery for mental disorders, including obsessive compulsive disorder and depression, is presented. An improved understanding of modern functional neurosurgery should foster collaboration between psychiatry and neurosurgery, providing hope to patients whose symptoms are refractory to all other treatments.
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Introduction

Much of neurosurgical practice involves treatment of patients with focal pathologies that distort the structure of the central nervous system. This includes removal of blood clots, tumors, and herniated intervertebral discs. Conversely, functional neurosurgery involves modulation of activity within neural circuits that drive pathological activity, usually in the context of a network brain disorder. The prime example is the neurosurgical treatment of tremor, where modulation of abnormal neural activity can provide significant relief (Figure 1). Numerous randomized controlled trials have demonstrated the safety and efficacy of functional neurosurgical procedures in ameliorating the symptoms and quality of life of individuals living with tremor, Parkinson disease, and dystonia.¹⁻⁴ Neurologists and neurosurgeons have worked together, advancing the field for over a century, such that neurosurgical procedures for movement disorders are now accepted as “standard of care”, benefiting hundreds of thousands of patients.

The success of functional neurosurgery in movement disorders has led several multidisciplinary groups around the world to explore whether a similar collaboration can advance the field of neuropsychiatry. As with movement disorders, some neuropsychiatric illnesses can be framed as disorders of neural networks. Over the past two decades, evidence has accumulated that stereotactic neurosurgery can help selected patients with mental disorders.⁵ Nevertheless, despite the availability of class I evidence for some interventions, there is a huge mismatch between the prevalence of severe
refractory mental disorders and the number of referrals made to specialised functional neurosurgery services. There are varied reasons leading to this reality. Reviewing the historical trajectory of neurosurgery for movement and mental disorders provides some understanding of the current situation.

A Brief History of Functional Neurosurgery for Movement Disorders

Functional neurosurgery has its roots in the late nineteenth century and was born of collaboration between neurologists and neurosurgeons. John Hughlings Jackson, a neurologist, and Victor Horsley, the father of neurosurgery, promoted the theory of cortical localization of cerebral function. This led Horsley to perform resections of the motor cortex for the arrest of severe athetosis in the 1890s. That paresis or paralysis of a limb was preferable to the movement disorder is testament to these desperate times. By the middle of the 20th century, by combining serendipity and scientific exploration, it became clear that smaller, minimally invasive neurosurgical procedures were superior to large, open, and widely destructive ones. Accurate placement of small lesions within the basal ganglia and thalamus, deep within the brain, could ameliorate motor symptoms, without accompanying motor deficit. Again, this achievement relied on collaboration between a neurologist, Spiegel, and a neurosurgeon, Wycis. By fusing two technologies – ventriculography and the stereotactic technique – they introduced the concept of stereotactic functional neurosurgery to clinical practice in 1947.

The stereotactic technique, initially described with non-human primates in 1906 by Horsley, allows precise navigation within the human brain and relies on fixation of a frame to the skull. Acquisition of images then allows spatial localization of structures visualized within the brain in relation to landmarks attached to the frame (fiducial markers). The principle is akin to laying a grid over a map, providing a reference from which accurate measurements, that inform neurosurgical plans, can be made (Figure 2). Several methods were used to create stereotactic lesions, including chemical ablation by injection procaine oil or alcohol, and cryotherapy with liquid nitrogen. However, radiofrequency ablation

![Figure 1 Stereotactic radiofrequency ablation thalamotomy for tremor. Hand drawn spiral before (left) and after (right).](https://doi.org/10.2147/NDT.S407210)

![Figure 2 Stereotactic surgery. A stereotactic frame is securely applied to the head (left). A fiducial box is attached to the frame before magnetic resonance images (MRI) are obtained (center). A stereotactic T2 weighted axial MRI of the brain (right) demonstrates the brain anatomy as well as the fiducial markers (three white dots at the top and sides of the image. These dots allow precise mathematical calculations to allow extremely accurate neurosurgical planning in 3D space (demonstrated by the red lines and X, Y and Z coordinates).](https://doi.org/10.2147/NDT.S407210)
RFA is now the most common and enduring method. RFA involves passing a very high frequency electrical current through the tip of a probe, and coagulating immediately adjacent tissues, while monitoring and controlling temperature changes with a thermistor.

Lars Leksell developed the gamma knife (GK) in the second half of the 20th century. This technique allowed incisionless stereotactic surgery by focusing numerous gamma rays on a small volume of brain tissue. The relatively low energy of each gamma source meant that no harm was done, except where the rays overlapped. The effects of GK therapy are gradual and delayed since radiation damage in the target region takes weeks or months to become evident.

The introduction of dopamine revolutionized the medical treatment of Parkinson disease in the 1970s and enthusiasm for functional neurosurgery in movement disorders waned as a result. Nevertheless, it soon became clear that a significant proportion of patients had symptoms that were refractory to dopamine, could not tolerate medication, or developed complications, such as dyskinesia or motor fluctuations. This resulted in a renaissance in the field of functional neurosurgery for movement disorders, beginning in the 1980s, supported by significant technological advances.

Chief among these technologies was magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Specific MRI sequences can reveal neuroanatomy in exquisite detail, allowing visualization of anatomical targets relevant to functional neurosurgery. The ability to visualize the surgical target and to assess the veracity of the neurosurgical intervention vis-à-vis the intended target, allows unprecedented levels of accuracy, precision, and safety.

The second development was the introduction of deep brain stimulation (DBS) by Alim Louis Benabid and Pierre Pollak, another neurosurgeon/neurologist team, and it had a huge impact on functional neurosurgery for movement disorders. They noted that continuous delivery of a small high frequency electrical current (above 130 Hz) had a similar effect to a lesion, but that these effects were reversible when the current was switched off. Titration of the electrical current allows for maximal beneficial effect, while minimizing associated side effects (Figure 3). Development of commercially available implantable hardware to deliver the electrical current introduces several challenges, including high cost, significant specialist time for

![Figure 3 Deep brain stimulation (DBS). DBS simulation with electrode in Orange, red nucleus in red, substantia nigra in blue and subthalamic nucleus in green. The electrical field is depicted as a small purple sphere around the electrode and within the subthalamic nucleus. Several parameters of the electrical field can be adjusted, such as its shape, voltage, pulse width, and frequency, to tailor its influence on the surrounding anatomy, maximizing beneficial effects and minimizing side effects. (Figure courtesy of Dr Marie Krueger).](https://doi.org/10.2147/NDT.S407210)
programming, infection, and hardware malfunction. However, DBS provides a greater measure of safety than bilateral lesions for movement disorders and reduces the risk of severe balance, speech, and swallowing problems. DBS provides an opportunity to obtain electrical recordings from deep within the living human brain in an ethical fashion, leading to a greater understanding of human brain activity. Moreover, the ability to turn stimulation ON and OFF in a blinded fashion is a powerful tool in clinical trials (allowing sham stimulation). DBS became hugely popular, overtaking stereotactic lesion in the first few decades of the 21st century.

The most recent technological wonder in functional neurosurgery is, once again, a fusion of different technologies. High Intensity MR-guided Focused Ultrasound (FUS) utilizes stereotactic principles to merge ultrasound and MR modalities. Numerous ultrasound sources deliver energy through the skull and are refocused to converge on a single spot within the brain. The energy within each ultrasound beam is too low to damage tissue but, where they overlap, enough energy is released to heat the tissues, causing protein coagulation and focal ablation. MRI is used both to visualize the anatomical target, and to confirm that heat is being delivered to the intended target using MR thermography. The ability to visualize the accuracy of targeting and the instantaneous effect has given FUS the edge over GK in functional neurosurgery. However, the enthusiasm for FUS has also driven resurgent interest in radiofrequency ablation, now bolstered by the greatly improved quality of MR images as compared to the initial RFA era.

As a result of all these advances, several surgical tools and approaches are now available to the functional neurosurgical team, including RFA, FUS, and DBS, each with its advantages and limitations. When employing a multidisciplinary approach, characterized by meticulous patient selection and lifelong follow up, patients can benefit from remarkable levels of safety and efficacy.

A Brief History of Functional Neurosurgery for Psychiatric Disorders

As with movement disorders, neurosurgery for psychiatric disorders began with widely destructive procedures, in this case the infamous leucotomy or lobotomy procedure. Introduced by Egas Moniz in 1935, and popularized by Walter Freeman, neither of whom were trained neurosurgeons, thousands of people were subjected to this procedure. Freeman favored the “ice pick” method, driving its tip, freehand, through the roof of the orbit, and swiveling it back and forth to disconnect the frontal lobes. Although, surprisingly, some patients seemed to benefit, it soon became clear that side effects often outweighed any beneficial effects.

Some functional neurosurgeons followed the path taken with movement disorders, avoiding large areas of destruction, and making much smaller, stereotactic lesions within neural circuits known to drive pathological symptoms in psychiatric disorders. Procedures such as anterior cingulotomy and anterior capsulotomy appeared to provide significant relief from anxiety, obsessions, and low mood, without causing neurological deficits or negative effects on personality. Stereotactic GK capsulotomy for psychiatric disorders was introduced by Leksell as an minimally invasive procedure. However, an understandable backlash against lobotomy, combined with the introduction of effective antipsychotic agents, led to all forms of neurosurgery for psychiatric disorders falling out of favor in the latter years of the twentieth century.

More recently the renaissance of functional neurosurgery and introduction of DBS in movement disorders has spurred a flurry of interest in DBS for mental health disorders. Starting in 1999, case reports of DBS for mental disorders started to appear. This was soon followed by larger studies and randomized controlled trials with positive, encouraging results, especially in Gilles de la Tourette Syndrome and obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD).

Gilles de la Tourette Syndrome

Gilles de la Tourette Syndrome (GTS) straddles the worlds of neurology and psychiatry. A childhood-onset disorder, the diagnosis is made when motor and phonic tics are present for over one year. Frequently, GTS is comorbid with obsessive–compulsive-behavior or -disorder, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism spectrum disorder, depression, and anxiety. Symptom severity often wanes beyond adolescence, but moderate or severe tics may persist. In some, severe tics are unresponsive to conventional treatment with behavioral therapy and/or medications with deleterious effects on physical and social function, employment, and quality of life. Self-injurious behaviors and/or violent tics can cause significant injury, and patients are at a four-fold increased risk of completed suicide. Patients with severe GTS require more effective therapies.
The first reported DBS procedures for GTS by Veerle Visser-Vandewalle in 1999, targeted the centromedian and parafascicular nuclei of the thalamus. The target was inspired by promising results after stereotactic lesions in this region, described by Hassler and Dieckmann in 1970. Several different anatomical targets have since been utilized for DBS in severe refractory GTS; however, the most popular are the thalamic region and the globus pallidus pars internus (GPi), with randomized trials reporting encouraging results at each target. A small randomized controlled trial (RCT) slightly favored GPi over thalamus, as did an international registry of DBS for GTS. Significant reduction in both motor and phonic tic scores were seen with stimulation at all three targets, that were sustained over time.

A randomized controlled trial of GPi stimulation published by our group in 2015 led to a significant improvement in tic severity, with an overall acceptable safety profile. This prompted a second RCT, that is currently recruiting patients, to explore whether GPi DBS is effective in reducing severe motor and vocal tics in a double-blind crossover setting.

Investigation into the role of stereotactic ablation in GTS is far less advanced but open label data from case reports and small series suggest a potential role for anterior capsulotomy.

### Obsessive Compulsive Disorder

OCD is characterized by intrusive thoughts (obsessions) leading to repeated behaviors (compulsions) that are time consuming and lead to significant distress or functional impairment. OCD is a common mental disorder with a lifetime prevalence of 1–2%. Cognitive behavioral therapy and medication (such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors) are effective in most patients. However, around 10% of individuals are treatment refractory and remain severely impaired. Symptom severity is measured using the Yale-Brown Obsessive compulsive score (Y-BOCS), although changes on this scale do not always correlate well with quality-of-life scores.

Stereotactic anterior capsulotomy (ACAPS), with ablation of the anterior limb of the internal capsule, was first reported by Jean Talairach et al in 1949, as a means of limiting the extensive destruction of leucotomy procedures. Hugh Cairns and others proposed the anterior cingulotomy (ACING) as another means of limiting leucotomy side effects. Both procedures appeared effective at reducing obsessions and anxiety, while preserving personality.

Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is often used to perform stereotactic ACING procedures. However, stereotactic ACAPS can also be achieved with GK and FUS (Figure 4). A randomized controlled trial using GK-ACAPS vs sham in patients with severe refractory OCD revealed significant reduction in Y-BOCS in the treated arm. However, most data on clinical outcomes, for both ACAPS and ACING, derives from open label studies.

A recent systematic review of observational studies evaluated the outcome following ACING and ACAPS in patients with severe refractory OCD. At 12 months, Y-BOCS had fallen by 37% and 55%, respectively, with a full response at final long term follow up (defined as ≥35% reduction in Y-BOCS) of 41% and 54%, respectively.

The first use of DBS for OCD was reported by Bart Nuttin in 1999. As with stereotactic ablation, several anatomical targets for DBS have emerged as effective in the treatment of OCD, with the most popular being the region of the ventral part of the anterior limb of the internal capsule (ALIC) and the anteromedial subthalamic nucleus (amSTN). Several randomized controlled trials, from different centers around the world, have demonstrated the safety

![Figure 4](https://doi.org/10.2147/NDT.S407210) Comparison of stereotactic ablation with temporal lobectomy. Coronal magnetic resonance images following radiofrequency cingulotomy (left), radiofrequency capsulotomy (center), and temporal lobectomy for temporal lobe epilepsy (right). The lesions and resection area are marked by an arrowhead in each case. The extremely small size of the stereotactic lesions when compared to the extensive temporal lobe resection can be appreciated.
and efficacy of DBS for OCD when comparing actual vs sham stimulation in the blinded phase of each study. Improvement in Y-BOCS has ranged from 18% to 53% when targeting the ALIC and from 25% to 44% when targeting the amSTN.\(^{33,34,49–51}\)

A randomized controlled trial of DBS in OCD published by our group in 2019 compared ALIC with amSTN DBS in the same patients.\(^{53}\) DBS at each site produced a similar large effect on OCD symptoms with little additional gain following combined stimulation. Interestingly, amSTN but not ALIC DBS significantly improved cognitive flexibility, whereas ALIC DBS had a greater effect on mood. Theses differential improvements suggest that DBS at each site modulates distinct brain networks.

There have been no “head-to-head” studies comparing DBS with stereotactic ablation. However, our literature review compared the published results of DBS and ablation in the region of the ALIC.\(^{52}\) In an attempt to make reasonable comparisons, patients were stratified according to baseline severity. Patients suffering from severe OCD (Y-BOCS: 24–32) were more likely to respond if they underwent ACAPS rather than ALIC DBS. When examining patients with extreme OCD (Y-BOCS: ≥ 32), response rates were similar (~50%) but patients were more likely to go into remission (Y-BOCS: ≤8) if they underwent ACAPS. When considering adverse events, weight gain was more likely in patients undergoing ACAPS, but 10% of ALIC DBS patients experienced problems with wound infection or hardware malfunction. These results were echoed by a more recent meta-analysis across different brain targets, where stereotactic ablation was found to have greater utility, with a greater percentage improvement in Y-BOCS, than DBS.\(^{53}\)

### Treatment Refractory Depression

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is one of the most common mental disorders, causing significant global disability, morbidity, and mortality.\(^{54}\) MDD has increasingly been regarded as a disorder of neural networks with cortical and subcortical structures, being implicated, including parts of the cingulate gyrus and orbitofrontal cortex.\(^{55}\) Most patients respond to a combination of psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy; in more severe cases, electroconvulsive therapy can provide relief. However, up to one-third of patients may not respond sufficiently, leading to a diagnosis of treatment-refractory depression (TRD).\(^{56}\)

The evidence base for neurosurgery in TRD is less robust than that for OCD. Stereotactic ACAPS and ACING are the most common ablative procedures in this patient group. There are no randomized controlled trials of stereotactic ablation in TRD but their safety and efficacy are supported by level II evidence.\(^{57}\) In our systematic review of open label studies, 53% of patients responded to ACAPS or ACING (defined as ≥50% improvement in validated depression scores), of which 34% reached remission (defined as Montgomery–Åsberg Depression Rating Scale score ≤ 10 or Beck Depression Inventory ≤ 11).\(^{58}\) A significant number of individuals (26%) had a second procedure due to an unsatisfactory response to the first surgery. Validated scores improved by a mean of 44% after a second SRA procedure. When available before and after surgery, neurocognitive and personality testing were not significantly different at follow-up, with a trend towards improvement on some measures of executive function.

DBS for TRD has been proposed, with the most popular targets being the subcallosal cingulate gyrus, the ALIC, and the medial forebrain bundle. However, promising data from early open label studies have not been replicated in subsequent randomized controlled trials with little difference between sham vs real stimulation.\(^{59–61}\)

### Contemporary Neurosurgery for Mental Disorders

As with neurosurgery for movement disorders, it is important to note that, despite sometimes dramatic effects, neurosurgery does not result in a cure for mental disorders. In movement disorders, the best results are often obtained with a combination of neurosurgery and ongoing medical therapy. This is also true in the field of mental disorders where lifelong follow up is required and maximal benefit is achieved by ongoing behavioral and pharmacotherapy.\(^{52}\) A multidisciplinary approach, involving both psychiatrist and neurosurgeon, is essential during patient selection, perioperative care, and lifelong follow-up.\(^{57,63}\)
Focused Ultrasound Capsulotomy in OCD and Depression

Focused ultrasound (FUS) is a powerful new tool in functional neurosurgery. The ability to perform incisionless stereotactic ablation allows comparison of “sham” to “real” FUS procedures, providing a means of performing double blind RCTs. One such trial of FUS for essential tremor provides a strong evidence base that allowed its rapid adoption. Open label trials of FUS for severe refractory OCD and depression have provided promising early results. RCTs of FUS capsulotomy for OCD and depression will likely follow.

DBS versus Ablation in Mental Disorders

Some perceive DBS to be superior to ablation in the context of mental disorders. This may be due to a combination of its perceived “reversibility” compared with the “finality” of an ablative procedure. However, DBS is much more expensive, demands specialist input to program the device, may require significant maintenance, and could cause severe symptom rebound should components fail or be removed because of infection. Importantly, there is little evidence that efficacy is higher, or that side effects are less common with DBS than with stereotactic ablation. The ability to switch DBS off or on in a blinded fashion may lead to the conclusion that randomized control trials are easier to conduct when compared to stereotactic ablation. However, “stun effects” from inserting the electrode and delay between stimulation and onset of clinical effect has confounded results. Additionally, although one might expect a significant placebo response after any neurosurgical intervention, this is likely to be even greater after DBS, especially given the frequent follow up visits required for “high-tech” adjustment of stimulation parameters. In summary, both surgical approaches have strengths and weaknesses, and further study of both is essential in a field that desperately needs novel and effective therapies.

Neurosurgery for Mental Disorders in the UK

DBS for mental disorders is not currently commissioned by the National Health Service (NHS) in the United Kingdom (UK), and such patients can only receive DBS as part of a clinical trial. However, stereotactic ablation is supported by the Royal College of Psychiatrists and commissioned by the NHS. It can only be performed in carefully selected patients within a framework of strong clinical governance and safeguarding. Mental Health legislation ensures that every patient is reviewed by the Mental Health Board of the Care Quality Commission. This process ensures that these vulnerable patients can provide consent, are fully informed of the potential risks and benefits, and have symptoms refractory to other therapies that are severe enough to warrant a neurosurgical intervention.

Although neurosurgery should only be considered when every other reasonable treatment has failed to provide relief, it should be considered in a timely fashion. Response or remission of symptoms following neurosurgery after 10 or 20 years of severe chronic symptoms still means that the individual has missed out on many of life’s opportunities. Failings within healthcare systems may prevent timely referral and these should be addressed and overcome.

Mismatch Between Incidence and Referral Patterns

Despite the availability of stereotactic ablation within the NHS, the number of patients with mental disorders being referred and treated by functional neurosurgery is paltry when compared to that for movement disorders. This is discordant with the much larger prevalence of patients suffering from refractory mental disorders. One reason may include conflation of modern functional neurosurgical techniques with lobotomy and the erroneous perception, among those who care for people with OCD and depression, that neurosurgery is highly destructive and carries high risks.

Another factor might be the artificial division between neurology and psychiatry in clinical practice. Psychiatrists often work in separate institutions and buildings, a historical relic of the “lunatic asylum” system. As a result, although neurologists are often co-located with neurosurgeons, fostering collaboration, psychiatrists and their patients remain distant from the reality of modern neurosurgery.

Finally, ethical concerns for this vulnerable patient population are an important factor. Patients with severe refractory epilepsy are often referred for a neurosurgical opinion for their symptoms, even though the procedures they eventually undergo involve much larger regions of brain ablation (Figure 4). However, many patients
with mental disorders do not get this opportunity. Could this be viewed as discrimination — conscious or otherwise — against patients who suffer from a mental disorder?

**Conclusion**

An improved understanding of modern functional neurosurgery by the psychiatric community should foster collaboration between these two disciplines. Indeed, given the available data, not considering functional neurosurgery in severely affected patients with refractory OCD may be of greater risk and harm to these individuals than the neurosurgical procedure. Although the data on neurosurgery for severe refractory depression is less robust, open label data suggest that 1 in 2 patients respond to cingulotomy or capsulotomy and 1 in 3 go into remission. Individual patients should be given the option of a neurological opinion. Such a promising treatment deserves further scientific exploration.

Patients would benefit from informed psychiatrists making appropriate referrals to an experienced multidisciplinary functional neurosurgery team, within a framework of strong clinical governance and safeguarding. Moreover, referral of larger numbers of patients with OCD and depression for consideration of stereotactic neurosurgery would allow centers to design studies that would improve our knowledge of its role in the management of patients who have not responded to all other available treatments.
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